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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE ::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. ll4 (BGN)/2014.
U/S 302 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 445 of 2014)

State ofAssam

Vs"

Md Fatik Ali.... Accused

PRESENT : Smti I. Borman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED ,,

For the State : Sri R. Barman, public prosectfior

For the accused person: Sri N.I. Siddique, advocate

1.

are as follows :

Date ofArgument : 31.5.2018, 14.6.201g.

Date of Judgment : 22.6.2018.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Shorn of the details of the factual Matrix of the case

On 29.5.2014 at about 4 A.M when the deceased

Jamful Bibi (hereinafter called as the 'deceased') alongwith her husband

accused Fatik Ali were returning home frorn Tuni apar bazar, altercation

took place between the couple and after reaching home at night again
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they picked up quarrel regarding domestic matter and then the accused

committed murder of his wife by pressing her throat with the saree, she

was wearing.

On 30.5.2014 at 8.10 A.M on receipt of telephonic

information from Jamir Ali (PW 5) that one Fatik Ali had committed

urder of his wife by pressing neck with the saree, she was wearing and

imself admitted his guilt before public, the then Incharge North

ongaigaon Patrol Post (PW 16) made the General Diary Entry no. 597

dated 30.5.2014 and himself went to the place of occurrence where he

found the dead body lying in the courtyard and the accused was captured

by the villagers. After conducting inquest over the dead body by the

Executive Magistrate, he forwarded the body for autopsy examination.

He also seized the saree of the deceased used in the offence and also

recorded the statement of the witnesses. Then on same day at 6.00 P.M,

the brother of the deceased Aminul Islam Mullah (PW 1), lodged the

formal ejahar. Accordingly, he (PW 16) made the General diary entry

no.604 dated 30.5.2014 and forwarded the ejahar to the Officer-in-

charge Bongaigaon Police Station for registering a case. Accordingly

Bongaigaon Police Station Case no. 29712014 U/S 302 IPC was

registered and he was entrusted to investigate the case. He arrested the

accused, got recorded the confessional statement of the accused and on

completion of investigation laid charge sheet against the accused Fatik

Ali U/S 302 IPC.

On appearance of the accused person, the leamed1J,
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Judicial Magistrate., Ist Class, Bongaigaon furnished the copies of the

relevant documents to the accused person as per provision of section 207

cr.P.c and committed the case to the court of Session, Bongaigaon

being the offence U/S 302 IPC exclusively triable by the court of
Session.

', te" 4. After committal of the case, on appearance of the
1}\
t0\
fr
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used person, after going through the police report furnished under

tion 173 cr.P.c and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie

case, charge was framed against the abo.,ue named accused person U/S

302 IPC. The accused person abjured his guilt and demanded to stand

for trial.

5. During trial, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined as many as 16 witnesses . In

the statement recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C, the accused person denied all the

allegations levelled against him. Pleading innocence the accused in

statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C stated that out of fear of assault, he confessed

before villagers. Accused declined to adduce defence evidence. I have

heard argument of both sides and also gone through the materials on

record.

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:
I) Whether accused Fatik Ali on 29.5.2014

at 4 A.M at Bhowlaguri under Bongaigaon

police station committed murder intentionally or

knowingly causing the death of his wife Jamful Bibi

punishable U/S 302 IPC ?
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Mr R. Barman, the learned Public Prosecutor during

argument referring to the evidence of PWs submitted that the evidence

on record more particularly the extra judicial confession of the accused

before villagers coupled with post mortem report, if taken as a whole, is

replete with the circumstances which unerringly point towards the guilt

f the accused. Mr Barman also submitted that the prosecution has

,'fstablished the guilt of the accused beyond any possible doubt and this is

* ia case where evidence adduced will only take to the guilt of the accused

and no hypothesis of his innocence is possible in the light of the

unchallenged testimony of the witnesses.

8. Against the above submissions, Mr N.I Siddique, the

learned counsel of defence has argued that there being no eye witness

whatsoever establishing the culpability of the accused with the alleged

offence, the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the charge and

therefore the story of the prosecution is unbelievable.

9. To appropriately appreciate the rival submission, it

would be apposite to have a bird's view of the evidence on record.

7.
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10. Aminul Islam Mollah the informant as well as the

brother of the deceased deposing as PW 1 stated that his elder sister,

deceased Jamful Bibi, got married with accused Fatik Ali and the couple

were blessed with three children. The accused with his wife and children

used to reside in his (PW 1) house. During conjugal life, sometimes the

couple had quarrelled and on the day of the incident also they picked up

ff*t
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quarrel and then accused Fatik Ali committed murder to his deceased

wife by pressing her neck. He further deposed that hearing hulla, when

he came home, saw the dead body of the deceased lying upon the bed.

He also noticed a cut mark over forehead and injury mark around the

neck. He stated that since the incident, the accused left his house and

son of the deceased is residing with him while two others reside in

separate place, but not with the accused. Regarding the incident he filed

FIR, Ext 1. He further deposed that the accused before public

confessed his guilt that he killed the deceased by strangulation. police

seized a'saree' of the deceased vide Ext 2. He proved the seized saree as

M.Ext 1. He also proved his signature in the inquest report, Ext 3.

During cross he stated that his house consists of 2 rooms out of which 6

rooms are arranged by partition wherein he alongwith his parents, wife,

two brothers, the accused, his wife and their three minor children

resided. But their kitchens are separate. He stated that the accused with

his one son resided in a room and his other children resided in another

room. on the day of incident he was in his father-in-law's house but his

parents and brothers were at home. He stated that he has no knowledge

the reason of quarrel between the accused and the deceased. He also had

not seen quarrelling the accused with the deceased. He denied the

suggestion that the accused before pubic did not confess his guilt.

11. PW 2 Dr Prasanta Sarkar conducted post mortem

examination on the dead body of Jamful Bibi on 30.5.2014 and found

the following :

Congestion of both eyes with subconjunctival
haemorrhage at places.
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Diffuse bruises, bluish in colour at the front of neck

upper part both sides. On neck dissection diffuse contusion of soft tissue

in the upper part, Trachea found compressed antero posteriorly and

Hyoid bone fractured with contusion of surrounding soft tissue.

Heart-congestion. Surface shows petechial

hage, chamber empty, valve healthy and latent.

Pleurae, right, lung, left lung, pericardium, vessels

re congested. Other parts are healthy and intact.

Doctor opined that cause of death is due to asphyxia

following manual strangulation which is ante mortem. pw 2 proved the

postmortem examination report as Ext 4. During cross the doctor

admitted that he did not find any ligature mark around the neck of the

deceased.

12. PW 3 Kamaluddin Sheikh testified that after

marriage the accused led conjugal life for about 8 years with the

deceased and on the day of incident at around 7.00/8.00 A.M while he

was in the front of his gate, accused Fatik Ali came there and told that he

had quarrel with his wife and had beaten her. Thereafter, he left the

place. Later on, he heard that the wife of the accused died and from

public heard that accused Fatik Ali had killed his wife. During cross he

stated that the accused resided in his father-in-law's house and the couple

worked as labourer. They had 3 I 4 children. According to him, prior to

this incident, the couple had dispute with the informant regarding which

a'bichar'was held in the village.
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PW 4 Kitab Ali Khan in his evidence that on the

day of incident at around 7.0017.30 A.M while he went to a tea stall, at

that time accused Fatik Ali who was having , Tekli pitha' in the tea stall
called him and told that at night he had quarrel with his wife on which

l]" ",r-T\. 
she gave him blows and he also pressed her neck and perhaps she died.

., 'i,\Prt not believing thieving the fact, he proceeded to take tea in the tea stall where
t 

E", 
. found some persons talking that accused Fatik Ali had killed his wife.

(,ipuring cross he stated that he had no knowledge if the informant had any
'/dispute with the deceased regarding land. During cross this witness also

stated that one day the deceased told him that for having quarrel with her

husband, she is not willing to lead conjugal life.

13.
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PW 5 Jamiruddin Mullah testified that since

marriage, the accused and the deceased resided in the house of the

informant the father-in-law of the accused. According to him on next

day at around 7.0017.30 A.M informant Aminul Islam Mollah coming to

his house told that accused Fatik Ali had committed murder of his wife.

Then he alongwith Aminul Islam Mollah proceeded to the place of
occurrence and found the dead body of the deceased in the courtyard. At
that time accused was caught by public. Then he irnmediately informed

police who accordingly coming there took the accused to thana. During

cross he stated that the couple got married l4l15 years back but prior to

this incident, the deceased never told him about any quarrel with her

husband.

15. PW 6 Kasem Ali Sheikh deposed that on the day of
incident at around 6.0017.00 A.M hearing hulla he went to the house of

.'\ -+
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the informant and with the help of the informant brought out the dead

body of the deceased to the courtyard. This witness was turned hostile.

PW 7 Md Chand Miya deposed that on the day of
incident at around 7.00 A.M hearing hulla in the house of Santosh

llah, the father of the deceased, he went there and had seen the dead

y of the deceased lying upon the ground while the accused was

urrounded by public. In his presence the accused before public

confessed that he had killed the deceased by pressing her throat with

cloth.. During cross he denied the suggestion that the fact of ardmitting

guilt of committing murder of his wife was not stated before police.

t6.

t7.
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PW 8 Hatem Ali testified that on next day morning

at around 6.30 A.M hearing death of the deceased, he went there and had

seen the dead body in the courtyard. He also stated that accused Fatik

Ali before public told that he committed murder of his wife but himself

had not heard from the accused.

18. PW 9 Sahidur Islam in his evidence stated that on

the day of incident at around 8 P.M, quarrel took place in the house of the

accused and in the morning, he had seen the dead body of the deceased.

He heard that the accused Fatik Ali by pressing throat caused the death to

the deceased. During cross he stated that in the morning, he heard about

the quarrel between the couple at night. Another witness Pw l0 omar

Ali heard that accused Fatik Ali killed his wife.

According to PW 11, Sarmala Bibi, mother of the
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deceased, in conjugal life accused Fatik Ali used to quarrel with his wife

and also had assaulted her. She deposed that the deceased working as

labourer had to incur expenditures to maintain the family including

fooding as the accused used to expend money in betting. She deposed

that on the day of the incident, from work the deceased returned home at

nd 5 P.M but as she brought no food items, hence the accused had

her. Then she (PW 11) ofrered some rice for the deceased and her

ildren. on next day morning not seeing the deceased when she asked

her grand daughter as to whether her mother would not go for work, her

grand daughter called the deceased but not finding any voice, she cried.

Then she (PW 11) also called the deceased and not finding any response,

brought her outside and poured water upon her head but found no result

and then accused Fatik Ali told that he had killed his wife. According to

this witness, accused Fatik Ali confessed his guilt before public that he

caused the death to his wife by pressing her throat with a saree. She

stated that the couple had quarrel for playing betting by the accused.

During cross she stated that in her campus, there are three houses out of

which one house consists of two rooms wherein the accused and his

family resided, the wall of which was made of paper with plastic door.

She stated that the deceased lodged a case against her and the informant

claiming her land.

20. PW 12 Md Khairul Islam @ Hoque heard that

accused Fatik Ali caused the death to his wife by pressing neck with

saree. He proved his signature in the seizure list vide Ext 2(2) by which

saree was seized. He also proved his signature in the inquest report vide

Contd....
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Ext 3(2). During cross he stated that he had seen mark of injury upon

head ofthe deceased.

2t. PW 13 Nur Islam hearing about

somebody in the house of the accused Fatik Ali, he went

seenthedeadbodyofthedeceasedinthecourtyard.

impression in the inquest report.

the death of

there and had

He put thumb

,nOu,quo:

PW 14 Kuldip Hazarika. the then EAC of

Bongaigaon conducted the inquest on the dead body of deceased Jamful

Bibi on 30.5.2014 and found it lyingparallell south north, the limbs of

the body was loose, bruises on left eye and appears to be a case of

strangulation. He proved the inquest report as Ext 3.

/.). PW 15 Syeda Farida Afzal Jinnat, the then Munsiff-

cum-Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon deposed that on 31.5.2014 at

around 2P.M she was entrusted by the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Bongaigaon to record the confessional statement of the accused Fatik Ali

in connection with Bongaigaon Police Station case no. 297114 U/S 302

IPC. Accordingly, on being produced the accused before her, she sent

the accused to judicial custody for reflection and after 2 days i.e on

3.6.2014 again the accused was produced before her and administering

the caution that she is a Magistrate not a police officer and that the

accused is not bound to make confession and that if he makes one, it may

be used against him as evidence etc, she recorded his confessional

statement vide Ext 5. PW 15 proved the order dated 31.5.2014 and
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3.6.2014 vide Ext 6 and Ext 7 respectively. During cross she stated that

in the thumb impression of the accused, there is no endorsement as to

who had taken the thumb impression.

PW 16, Nidanul Islam, the Investigating Officer

deposed that on 30.5.2014 at around g.l0 A.M he received an

\information from Jamir Ali the vDp Secretary of Bhowlaguri village

*o[er phone that accused Fatik Ali caused the death to his wife Jamful

bi at night by pressing her neck with her saree which was confessed by

e accused himself before public. Accordingly, he made a General Diary

entry no.597 dated 30.5.2014 vide Ext 9. At around g.15 A.M he

visiting the place of occurrence had seen the dea,J body in the courtyard

and found accused Fatik Ali caught by public. Txren he sent the accused

to thana. He prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence vide

Ext 8 and took steps for conducing inquest on the dead body by

Executive Magistrate. He also seized the saree of the deceased vide Ext

2 and sent the body for post mortem examinertion. He recorded the

statement of the witnesses. on 30.5.2014 at around 6 p.M on receiving

an FIR, he made General Diary entry no. 604 dated 30.5.2014 and after

registering a case, he was entrusted to investigate the case. He arrested

the accused, got recorded the confessional statement of the accused,

collected the post mortem examination report and submitted charge sheet

against the accused U/S 302 IPC vide Ext 10. During cross he stated

that he had recorded the statement of the son of the accused.

In this oase as per post mortem report, Ext 4 the
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body was found with diffirse bruise, bluish in colour at the front of neck

upper part both sides and on neck dissection, diffuse contusion of soft

tissue in the upper part, trachea found compressed antero posteriorly and

hyoid bone fractured with contusion of surrounding soft tissue. As per

doctor's opinion, cause of death is due to asphyxia following manual
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'\rangulation which is antemortem and homicidal in nature. So,
\l

xPpstmortem report clearly indicates that the cause of death is homicidal

e.

Now, let us see who was the perpetrator of the crime

in causing the death to the deceased Jamful Bibi. The deceased got

married with the accused many years back. It is in the evidence that the

accused with his deceased wife and children resided in his father-in-law's

house which consists of two rooms. There is no eye w,itness to the

incident. The prosecution case rests on circumstantial evidence and extra

judicial confession of the accused.

27. The testimony of the material witness PW I 1, the

mother of the deceased is that since two years back of the fateful

incident, accused Fatik Ali used to quarrel with the deceased and also

had beaten her. According to her, not the accused but the deceased had

to maintain the family as the accused used to expend money in playing

betting. There is evidence that both the accused and deceased worked as

labourer and they had three children. when the accused with his family

resided in her (PW 11) house in the same premises, the frequent quarrel

between the couple whatever be the reason, if any, it would certainly

come within knowledge of deceased's mother (PW 11). This witness

r:,,**----:
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naffating the facts prior to the incident, stated that on the day at around

5.00 P.M the deceased from work retumed hcnre without taking any foocl

article for which the accused had beaten hei: and hence she offered some

rice for cooking and on next day morning when the deceased did not

awoke, she enquired deceased's daughter as to whether the deceased

would not go for work to which the deceased's claughter called her

mother but not finding any voice, she cried. Then she (pw 11) also

lled the deceased and not finding an)/ response, when she took her

utside and poured water upon her, accused told that he killed his wife.

ereafter before villagers also, the accused admitted that he

strangulated his wife with "anchal" of her saree.

28. Regarding extra-judicial confession of the accused,

Pw 3 Kamaluddin Seikh the neighbour testified that in the morning at

around 718 A.M, when he was in front of his gate, accused Fatik Ali
coming to him told that he had quarrel with his wife and had beaten her.

After talking with the accused. PW 3 returrred and later on heard that the

accused had murdered his wife. In tune with the evidence of PW 3,

another neighbour Kitab Ali Khan (Pw 4) also stated that on the day at

around 717 .30 A.M when he u,ent to a tea stall to have a cup of tea. he

met the accused there who was having 'tekli pitha'. Seeing; him, the

accused told him that at night he had quarel with his wife in which his

wife gave him blows and he also pressed her throat and perhaps she died.

Not believing the facts when he proceeded fonvard to take tea, found

some persons discussing that Fatik Ali had killed his u,ife. During cross

he also stated that the deceased told him that she is not r,villing to lead

f\t
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conjugal life due to frequent quarrel with her husband. pw 7 chand
Miya another neighbour also categorically stated that hearing hulla,
when he went to the house of the accused, had seen the dead body of the
deceased upon the ground while accused Fatik Ali was gharoed by
public. He further stated that on being asked, the accused before public
admitted that he caused the death to his wife by pressing throat with a

\loth 
and at that time he (pw 7) was also present. pw g though himself

not heard the admission of the accused, but from villagers he heard

,,ftat the accused admitted his guilt in causing death to his wife. pw 9

also heard from villagers that the accused had quarrel with his deceased
wife at night who before public admitted that he killed his wife by
pressing neck. Pw 10 another hearsay witness also heard that accused

committed murder to his wife. pw 12 heard that accused Fatik Ali
caused death to his wife by pressing her throat with a saree. During
cross of PWs, no material contradiction could be elicited to render their
evidence unbelievable. There is nothing on record to find that the

neighbouring witnesses had any enmity or grudge against the accused.

The medical evidence lends suflicient support to the ocular evidence.

The medical evidence that trachea found compressed antero posteriorly
and hyoid bone fractured clearly suggest that certain extra force was

applied in causing the said injury/fracture and forceful strangulation

suggests use of such extra force due to which the deceased died.

Knowing the incident, immediately one Jamir Ali (pw 5) the vDp
Secretary informed Pw 16, the Incharge, New Bongaigaon patrol post

over telephone that Fatik Ali committed murder to his wife by pressing

her neck with saree and the accused admitted his guilt before public on

f6plnt tt 69*
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the basis of which General Diary entry no.597 dated 30.5.2014 ( Ext 9)

was made. Giving verbal information before filing FIR is corroborated

by PW 5 JamirAli (Jamiruddin).

f-''
tf-/ t\-
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In the case in hand, the learned Magistrate recorded

the statement of the accused in the form of confessional statement but on

careful perusal of the statement (Ext 5), it reveals that though he did not

\onfess his guilt but admitted that since last four months he had quarrel

ith the deceased for giving money to his mother and sometimes the

even spent the night somewhere and on 30.5.2014 at around

+
/

.00 P.M he met his wife in the market and after marketing, when he

returned home, the deceased scolded him using abusive language. The

accused also stated that on that night their daughter prepared meal but

the deceased without taking meal slept. When he tried to call her, she

had beaten him and uttered that she would die and in the morning at

around 4 A.M, he found her dead with knot of saree on neck lying beside

him.

29.

30.
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The statement of the accused before Magistrate

shows that on the very night the deceased was sleeping with the accused

and in the morning she was lying dead near him. Though the accused

tried to take the plea that the deceased herself caused her death by

fastening neck with saree, but in that case she would certainly struggle.

When the deceased was sleeping with him in one bed, it is not possible to

believe that it was beyond his knowledge. In this case, the exculpatory

part of the statement of the accused in Ext 5 is totally improbable.

Contd.....
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Further quarrel with the deceased on that night

whatever may be the reason was admitted by the accused himself in

statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C. While presence of the accused is not denied,

in absence of any evidence, presence of third person in the room of the

husband and wife stands ruled out. It is the responsibility of the accused

husband to explain his conduct and the cause of death of the deceased,

ho being his wife was sleeping in one bed and in the early morning

nd her dead by fastening neck with saree. No such explanation has

given by the accused. The evidence of pw 4 and pw 11 coupled

with the statement the accused recorded in the form of confessional

statement (Ext 5) shows that the accused had no good relation with his

wife. Rejecting the exculpatory part of the statement of the accused in

Ext 5 and accepting the other part coupled with statement of the accused

u/s 313 cr.P.c and other evidence, I unhesitatingly come to the

conclusion that the accused was the person who committed the crime.

Regarding statement of the accused in Ext 5, he in statement U/S 313

cr.P.c replied that he afraid that if he does not confess, police again took

him and would assault and hence as suggested by police, he gave his

statement before Magistrate. But on perusing the statement as discussed

above, it is found that there is nothing to be afraid as he did not admit of

the alleged offence. Moreover, after giving reflection time for 2 days, his

statement was recorded on producing from judicial custody. In statement

U/S 313 Cr.P.C also the accused admitted quarrel with deceased wife and

that he slapped her on that night. Though regarding confession before

public, he replied that for fear of police assault, he admitted the incident,

but on careful perusal of evidence of PWs and the General Diary entry
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entry (Ext 9), it reveals that before arrival of police, he admitted his guilt.

In the case of Sahadevan & Anr vs State of T. Nadu,
(2012) 6 scc 403, to make an extra judicial confession as admissible
piece of evidence capable of forming the basis of conviction of an
accused, the Apex Court laid down the following principles :

y itself.

(i) The extra-judicial confession is a weak evidence
It has to be examined by the court with greater care and

(ii) It should be made voluntarily and should be truthful.
(iii) It shoud inspire confidence.

(iv) An extra judiciar confession attains greater credibility

caution.

and evidentiary value, if it is supported by a chain of cogent
circumstances and is further corroborated by other prosecution evidence.

(v) For an extra judicial confession to be the basis of
conviction, it should not suffer from any material discrepancies and
inherent improbabilities.

(vi) Such statement essentialy has to be proved rike any
other fact and in accordance with law.

33. In this case, from the evidence of pW 3, pW 4,pW 7

and PW 11, it established that the accused confessed having committed
murder of his wife by pressing her throat. The statement of the accused
(Ext 5) shows that he had no good relation with his wife. In absence of
enmity of the neighbouring witnesses (pw 3, pw 4, pw 7) as to extra_

judicial confession is found trustworthy and credible. In this regard, the

32.
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Apex Court in the case of State of U.P vs M.K

Anthony, (1985) SC 48 observed as follows :

" 15. There is neither any rule of law nor of prudence

that evidence furnished by extra-judicial confession cannot be relied

upon unless corroborated by some other credible evidence. The Courts

have considered the evidence of extra-judicial confession a weak piece

of evidence. ( See Jagta Vs State of Haryana (1975) SCR 165 at P.

170 : (AIR 1974 SC 1545 at P. l54B ) and State of Puniab Vs Dhaian

Singh (1975) 1^SCft 747 at P.751 : (AIR 1975 SC 258 at P.261), In

Sahoo v State of U P (AIR 1966 SC 40 : (1965) -3,SCft 86 : 1966 Cri LJ

6Sl it was held that 'an extra-judicial confession may be an expression

of conflict of emotion, a conscious effort to stiJle the pricked conscience ;

an argument to find excuse or justification for his act ; or o penitent or

remorseful act of exaggeration of his part in the uime". Before evidence

in this behalf is accepted, it must be established by cogent evidence what

were the exact words used by the accused. The Court proceeded to stote

that even if so much was established, prudence and iustice demand that

such evidence cannot be made the sole ground of conviction. It may be

used only as a coruoborative piece of evidence. In that case, the

evidence was that after the commission of murder the accused was heard

muttering to himself that he has finished the deceased. The High Court

did not interfere with the conviction observing that the evidence of extra-

judicial confession is corroborated by circumstantial evidence. However,

in Piara Singh v State of Punjab ((1978) 1 SCR 597 : (AIR 1977 SC

2274), this Court observed that the law does not require that evidence of
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an extra-judicial confession should in all cases be corroborated. It thus

appears that extra-judicial confession to have been treated as a weak

piece of evidence but there is no rule of law nor rule of prudence that it

cannot be acted upon unless corroborated. If the evidence about extra-

judicial confession comes from the mouth of witness/witnesses who

oppear to be unbiased, not eyen remotely inimical to the accused, and in

spect of whom nothing is brought out which may tend to indicate that

,fue may have a motive for attributing an untruthful statement to other

accused, the words spoken to by the witnesses are clear, unambiguous

and unmistakably convey that the accused is the perpetrator of the crime

and nothing is omitted by the witness which may militate against it, then

after subjecting the evidence of the witness to a rigorous test on the

touchstone of credibility, if it passes the test, the extra-judicial

confession can be accepted and can be the basis ofa conviction. In such

a situation to go in search of coruoboration itself tends to cast a shadow

of doubt over the evidence. If the evidence of extra-judicial confession is

reliable, trustworthy and beyond reproach the same can be relied upon

and a conviction can be founded thereon."

So value of extra-judicial confession depends on the

facts and circumstances of each case and if the same comes from the

witnesses who are unbiased and not even remotely inimical to the

accused, it attached with the greater value.

Thus the evidence discussed above, if arranged

.til .v

'ffi** 34.

properly, the established facts that winch to the fore are that (i) on the

day in the evening the accused had quarrel with the deceased, (ii) in the

morning at 7.00/8.00 A.M when the neighbour PW 3 was in front of his

gate, accused coming there told him that he had quarrel with the
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deceased and had beaten hea (iii) in the morning at 7.0017.30 A.M,

accused in a tea stall told Pw 5 the neighbour that at night he had quarrel

with the deceased on which the deceased gave him blows and he also

pressed her neck due to which she perhaps died, (iv) before public

accused admitted that he had killed the deceased by pressing her throat

when Pw 7 the neighbour was also present, (v) when the deceased's

other (Pw 11) not finding any voice of the deceased poured water upon

of the deceased, the accused stated that he had killed his wife, (v) in

statement appeared to be recorded as confessional statement (Ext 5) the

accused admitted that on the day at around 7.00 P.M the deceased

scolded him using abusive words and in the morning at 4.00 A.M found

her dead lying besides him with knot of saree over neck (vii) in statement

U/S 313 Cr.P.C the accused stated that on the night he had quarrel with

his deceased wife and he had slapped her.

35. In the case, the evidence of the witnesses are found

to be cogent, convincing and not contradicting and nothing was elicited

by the defence in cross to discard their testimony. Thus in view of the

extra judicial confession to the unbiased rvitnesses coupled with other

evidence as well as the medical evidence discussed above, I am of the

firm opinion that death of the deceased was caused by none other than

the accused Fatik Ali by strangulation. The medial evidence regarding

fracture and the facts and circumstances of the case clearly indicates that

the primary cause of death being strangulation, it is a case of culpable

homicide with intention to cause death. Accordingly accused Fatik Ali is

held guilty U/S 302 IPC and convicted him accordingly.

,1
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Accused is heard on the point of sentence. He

submitted that through his deceased wife, he had two sons namely

sahjahan and Saijuddin aged about l7ll8 years and 9 years while the

daughter is already got married and besides said two sons he has to look

after his mother, 2nd wife, mentally ill sister and one minor child through
nd wife, hence pleaded leniency.

I gave my anxious consideration on the point of

quantum of sentence. Considering the entire facts and circumstances of

the case, in my considered vieq the case in hand does not fall in the

category of rarest of rare case and punishment of imprisonment for life

would meet the ends ofjustice. Considering all, I sentence the accused

Md Fatik Ali to undergo rigorous Imprisonment for life with fine of Rs.

5,000/- (Rupees five thousand), in default of payment of fine to undergo

Rigorous Imprisonment for another three months for offence punishable

U/S 302 IPC.

38. Convict Md Fatik Ali be sent to District Jail.

Abhayapuri to serve the sentence.

36.

39.
convict.

40.

Let a free copy of the judgment be fumished to the

At the time of death deceased left two sons namely9, t$/i
.'*!'- 'u' ll'Jx*'

B€B*SiSP*&

Sahjahan and Saijuddin presently aged about l7ll8 years and 9 years

respectively. They lost their mother and father was put in jail. Hence I

feel it fit to recommend the case for compensation for sons of the

deceased as per provision of Section 357 ACr.P.C.
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Also a copy of the judgment be sent to the District

Magistrate, Bongaigaon as per provision of section 365 of the criminal

Procedure Code and a copy to the DLSA, Bongaigaon.

42. Given under my hand and seal

i22"0 
day of June,2018.

of this Court on the

0 \,'\ts
)'aY

( I. Barman)
sessio?Tfiibg"., 

- 
"' l''

Bongaigaon I

Dictated and corrected by me,

.\'(
n .\4
'.1., y
l/ ^b

( l B.tt$go)- roas.
sesstggfffioa.
uongalgaon. :'4
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1 - Aminul Islam Mollah.
PW 2 -Dr Prasata Sarkar.

PW 3 - Kamaluddin Sheikh.
PW 4 -Kitab Ali Khan.
PW 5 - Jamiruddin Mullah.
W6-KasemAli.
W 7 - Md Chand Miya.

PW8-Hatem Ali.
PW 9 -Sahidur Islam.
PW 10 -Omar Ali.
PW 11- Sarmala Bibi.
PW 12 - Md Khairul Islam @ Hoque.
PW 13-Nur Islam.
PW 14- Kuldip Hazarika, EAC.
PW 15- Syeda Farida Afzal Jinat, the then JM Ist Class,Bongaigaon.

PW 16-Nidanul Islam, I.O.
Court witness
Nil
Defence Witness:
Nit.
Documents Exhibited b)' Prosecution:

Ext- 1 FIR
Ext-2 Seizure list.
Ext-3 Inquest report.
Ext-4 P.M report.
Ext 5 Confessional statement.

Ext 6 Order dated 31.5.2014.
ExtT Order dated 3.6.2014.

Ext 8 Sketch map of the place of occurrence.

Ext 9 GD Entry no.597 dated 30.5.2014.
Ext 10 Charge sheet.

Material Exhibit:
M.Ext1-Saree
Defence Exhibit:
Nil
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